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Abstract
A characteristic function YT is deﬁned, in terms of multianalytic operators on Fock spaces,
for any noncontractive sequenceT :¼ ðT1;y; TdÞ (dAN or d ¼N) of operators on a Hilbert
spaceH: It is shown that if YT is bounded, then it is unitarily equivalent to a compression of
an orthogonal projection (on Kreı˘n spaces). This leads to a generalization of a theorem of
Davis and Foia-s, to multivariable setting. More precisely, it is proved that if T has bounded
characteristic function, then it is jointly similar to a contractive sequence of operators,
i.e., there exists a similarity SABðHÞ such that the operator deﬁned by the row matrix
½ST1S1 ST2S1ySTdS1 is a contraction.
Motivated by the similarity problem, a multivariable dilation theory on Fock spaces with
indeﬁnite metric is developed for noncontractive d-tuples of operators. Wold-type decom-
positions for sequences of bounded isometries on Kreı˘n spaces and Fourier representations for
d-orthogonal shifts are obtained and used to study the geometry of the canonical minimal
isometric dilation associated with a sequence T of operators on a Hilbert space.
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1. Introduction
The starting point of this paper is an old result of Davis and Foia-s [6] establishing
that any operator with bounded characteristic function is similar to a contraction. In
this paper, we obtain a multivariable version of their result. To reach this goal, we
develop a multivariable dilation theory on Fock spaces with indeﬁnite metric for
noncontractive sequences T :¼ ðT1;y; TdÞ (dAN or d ¼N) of operators on a
Hilbert (resp. Kreı˘n) space H:
To put our work in perspective, we recall [19] that the noncommutative disk
algebra Ad is the norm closed algebra generated by the left creation operators
S1;y; Sd on the full Fock space F2d ; and the identity (see Section 3). Generalizing
[15], Popescu [22] proved that a d-tuple T :¼ ðT1;y; TdÞ of operators on a Hilbert
space H generates a completely bounded representation
pT :Ad-BðHÞ;
by setting pTðpðS1;y; SdÞÞ :¼ pðT1;y; TdÞ; if and only if T is jointly similar to a
contractive sequence of operators ðA1;y; AdÞ; i.e.,
Pd
i¼1 AiA
n
ipIH and there exists a
similarity SABðHÞ such that Ti ¼ S1AiS for any i ¼ 1;y; d:
Following the classical case [6,23], as well as the multivariable setting of
contractive sequences of operators [18], we associate a characteristic function YT
with any (noncontractive) d-tupleT of operators. We prove that if YT is a bounded
analytic operator on Fock spaces, thenT is jointly similar to a contractive sequence
of operators, and therefore pT is a completely bounded representation of Ad : The
result extends to completely bounded representations of the noncommutative
analytic Toeplitz algebra FNd ; the weakly closed algebra generated byAd ; for a large
class of operators.
This problem is also interesting in view of a tentative noncommutative
multivariable systems theory, since the boundedness of the characteristic function
is a natural condition that appears in stability. In addition, the characteristic
function is observable, in terms of the outer description of the system, while the
‘‘main operator’’ T :¼ ðT1;y; TdÞ is non-observable, in terms of the inner (state-
space) description of the system. In this perspective, the joint similarity of the main
operator with a row contraction can be viewed as a state-space transformation.
Motivated by the similarity problem, we are also interested in answering the
question concerning the extent to which the noncommutative dilation theory for
contractive sequences of operators (see [2,8,16–18]), and the dilation theory for
noncontractions (see [3–6,11–14]) can be generalized to noncontractive sequences of
operators on Hilbert (resp. Kreı˘n) spaces.
In Section 2, we present some preliminaries on Kreı˘n spaces (see also [1]). The next
two sections are devoted to isometries with orthogonal ranges on Kreı˘n spaces. We
obtain Wold-type decompositions for sequences of bounded isometries (see Theorem
3.5) on Kreı˘n spaces and Fourier representations for d-orthogonal shifts (see
Theorems 4.2 and 4.6), extending the corresponding results from [11–14,17,18].
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These results are used in Section 6 to study the geometry of the canonical minimal
isometric dilation (see Section 5) associated with a sequence T of operators on a
Hilbert space (see [5,6,12] for the case d ¼ 1; and [17] for the multivariable
contractive case).
In Section 7, we associate with any d-tuple T a characteristic function YT in
terms of multianalytic operators on Fock spaces. An important result of this section
is Theorem 7.2 which shows that, if the characteristic function YT is bounded, then
it is unitarily equivalent to a compression of an orthogonal projection (on Kreı˘n
spaces). This is a generalization of the celebrated theorem of Sz.-Nagy and Foia-s [23]
and its analogue in the multivariable contractive setting [17]. Even in the particular
case d ¼ 1; our proof of Theorem 7.2 is a little smoother than the proofs in the
original papers of Davis and Foia-s [6], and McEnnis [12], due to a shortcut (cf.
the proof in [10]) based on a simple duality argument that allows us to obtain the
boundedness of the Fourier transform M
*
:
The main result of this paper is the similarity result of Theorem 7.4, which is a
multivariable version of Davis–Foia-s theorem [6]. A few comments on the two
proofs that we provide for this theorem are necessary. As expected, both of them use
heavily the Fourier representations associated with the wandering subspaces L and
L
*
: We follow a combination of the approach in the original proof of Davis–Foia-s
theorem [6] with the more geometric approach of McEnnis [12]. A key ingredient in
both proofs is the use of Theorem 7.2. From this point, the two proofs split. The ﬁrst
one follows the approach of McEnnis: we generalize to our multivariable setting the
characterization of the residual space R in terms of the Fourier coefﬁcients of
MþðLÞ (cf. Theorem 6.2) and, renorming suitably the space MþðL* Þ; we get the
desired similarity. The second proof uses the similarity criterion obtained in [16].
We remark that all the results of this paper remain true if d ¼N; in a slightly
adapted version.
The results of this paper lead to a multivariable commutant lifting theorem for
noncontractive sequences of operators and nonanalytic interpolation in several
variables, as well as to a model theory for d-tuples of operators with bounded
characteristic function. These two topics will be considered in future papers.
2. Preliminaries on Kreı˘n spaces
2.1. Operators on Kreı˘n spaces
A Kreı˘n space is a complex linear spaceK equipped with a Hermitian sesquilinear
form ½; K; which admits a decomposition of the form
K ¼Kþ"K;
whereKþ andK are linear manifolds in K such that ðK7;7½; KÞ are Hilbert
spaces and ½Kþ;KK ¼ f0g: This kind of decomposition is called fundamental
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decomposition of the Kreı˘n space K and, if J7 :K-K are the orthogonal
projections from K onto K7; then J :¼ Jþ  J is the corresponding fundamental
symmetry. The form /x; yS :¼ ½Jx; yK; x; yAK; deﬁnes a positive deﬁnite inner
product onK; which turnsK into a Hilbert space. The norm associated with /; S
is called unitary norm and it depends on the fundamental symmetry. However, all the
unitary norms are equivalent and therefore, deﬁne the same topology on K; called
the strong topology.
The dimensions of the subspaces K7 are the same for each fundamental
decomposition of the Kreı˘n spaceK; and the cardinal numbers k7ðKÞ :¼ dimK7
are called the positive (resp. negative) signature of the Kreı˘n space K: The cardinal
number kðKÞ :¼ minfkþðKÞ; kðKÞg is called the rank of indefiniteness of the
space K:
We denote by BðK1;K2Þ the set of all bounded linear operators from the Kreı˘n
space K1 to the Kreı˘n space K2; with respect to the strong topology. If
TABðK1;K2Þ; then TxABðK2;K1Þ stands for the adjoint of T with respect to
the indeﬁnite inner products ½; Ki on Ki; i.e.,
½Txx; yK1 ¼ ½x; TyK2 ; xAK2; yAK1:
If Ji is any fundamental symmetry onKi; then T
x ¼ J1TnJ2; where Tn stands for the
adjoint of T with respect to the Hilbert spaces ðKi;/; SJiÞ: We note that a
fundamental symmetry J on a Kreı˘n space K belongs to BðKÞ and J ¼ J1 ¼
Jx ¼ Jn:
Throughout this paper, self-adjoint operators are considered with respect to the
involution x: An operator UABðK1;K2Þ is called unitary if it is boundedly
invertible and Ux ¼ U1: An operator TABðK1;K2Þ is called contraction if
½Tx; TxK2p½x; xK2 for all xAK1; equivalently, J1  TnJ2TX0; where Ji is a
fundamental symmetry on Ki:
If T : DomðTÞðCK1Þ-K2 is a densely deﬁned operator, then one can uniquely
deﬁne its adjoint Tx: DomðTxÞ-K1 by
½Tx; yK2 ¼ ½x; TxyK1 ; xADomðTÞ; yADomðTxÞ:
Equivalently, Tx ¼ J1TnJ2; in the sense that J2 DomðTxÞ ¼ DomðTnÞ and Txy ¼
J1T
nJ2y for any yADomðTxÞ: In this way, most of the theory of unbounded
operators on Hilbert spaces is extended to unbounded operators on Kreı˘n spaces.
We will use the notion of isometric operator in a very general sense, namely: an
operator T with domain inK1 and values inK2 is isometric if ½Tx; TyK2 ¼ ½x; yK1
for all x; yADomðTÞ: We recall that, in general, an isometric operator is not injective
unless its domain is nondegenerate. Moreover, a densely deﬁned and isometric
operator is not necessarily continuous.
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2.2. Subspaces of a Kreı˘n space
LetL be a subspace of a Kreı˘n spaceK; that is,L is a closed linear manifold of
K: Then the orthogonal subspace associated with L is L> :¼ fyAK j ½x; yK ¼ 0;
for any xALg: The subspace L0 :¼L-L> is called the isotropic subspace of L
and has the property that the inner product ½; K vanishes on it. The subspaceL is
called nondegenerate ifL0 ¼ f0g: For two subspacesA and B of a Kreı˘n space, the
notation A"B is used whenever the algebraic sum AþB is closed, A>B; and
A-B ¼ f0g:
A subspaceL is called nonpositive (resp. negative) if ½x; xKp0 for all xAL (resp.
½x; xKo0 for all xAL\f0g). The subspace L is called uniformly negative if there
exists d40 such that ½x; xKpd/x; xSJ for all xAL: Similarly, one deﬁnes
nonnegative, positive, and uniformly positive subspaces.
A special roˆle in the geometry of Kreı˘n spaces is played by those subspaces L
of a given Kreı˘n space K which become Kreı˘n spaces under the induced inner
product and strong topology. It is clear that such subspaces must be nondegenerate
but, it turns out that, for the case of genuine Kreı˘n spaces, nondegeneracy is not
sufﬁcient.
Let L be a subspace of the Kreı˘n space K: It is well known that the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) K ¼L"L>:
(ii) There exists a (uniquely determined) self-adjoint projection PABðKÞ such that
PK ¼L:
(iii) L ¼Lþ"L; where Lþ is a uniformly positive subspace and L is a
uniformly negative subspace.
(iv) There exists a fundamental symmetry J onK such that JLDL (equivalently,
JL ¼L).
(v) There exists a unitary norm jj  jj on K such that
jjxjj ¼ sup
jjyjjp1;yAL
j½x; yKj; xAL:
A subspace L of a Kreı˘n space K which satisﬁes one (hence all) of conditions
(i)–(iv) is called regular. Regular subspaces are also called Kreı˘n subspaces. If fLigni¼1
is a ﬁnite family of mutually orthogonal regular subspaces of K; then the sub-
space L1"L2"?"Ln is regular. Attention should be paid to sums of inﬁnite
families of mutually orthogonal regular subspaces when the regularity is not
automatic.
Two subspaces L and M of (possibly different) Kreı˘n spaces K1 and K2 are
called isometrically isomorphic if there exists a bounded linear operator V :L-M
which is boundedly invertible and ½Vx; VyK2 ¼ ½x; yK1 ; x; yAL: If a subspace L
is isometrically isomorphic to a regular subspace, then L is also regular. Two
regular subspaces L and M are isometrically isomorphic if and only if
k7ðLÞ ¼ k7ðMÞ:
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3. Isometries with orthogonal ranges on Kreı˘n spaces
Let dAN and consider the free semigroup Fþd on d generators g1; g2;y; gd ; and
unit g0: For any sAFþd ; we denote by jsj its length, i.e., jsj ¼ n if s ¼ gi1ygin ;
ijAf1; 2;y; dg; and jg0j ¼ 0:
Let Hd be a Hilbert space of dimension d; with orthonormal basis fe1;y; edg: We
consider the full Fock space
F2d :¼ Ce0""
nX1
H#nd ; ð3:1Þ
where e0 is the so-called ‘‘vacuum vector’’. The set fesgsAFþ
d
is an orthonormal basis
ofF2d ; where es :¼ ei1#ei2#?#ein ; if s :¼ gi1gi2yginAFþd ; and eg0 :¼ e0: Whenever
H is a Hilbert space and T :¼ ðTjÞdj¼1 is a d-tuple of bounded operators on H we
denote T0 :¼ IH and Ts :¼ Ti1Ti2?Tin ; if s :¼ gi1?gin :
For each jAf1;y; dg; we consider the left creation operator Sj deﬁned by
Sjx :¼ ej#x; xAF2d : ð3:2Þ
Note that the isometric operators S1;y; Sd have mutually orthogonal ranges, and
L ¼ Ce0 is a wandering subspace, i.e., SsL>StL for all s; tAFþd ; sat: It is easy to
see that L is generating the Fock space F2d ; that is,
"
sAFþ
d
SsL ¼F2d :
If H is a Hilbert space, then fS1#IH;y; Sd#IHg is a d-orthogonal shift on
F2d#H; and L ¼ C#H is the generating subspace. This model orthogonal shift
has played an important roˆle in the noncommutative dilation theory for row
contractions (see [16–18]). In what follows, we ﬁnd a ‘‘model’’ d-orthogonal shift in
the Kreı˘n space setting. However, as we shall see subsequently, the notion of d-
orthogonal shift on a Kreı˘n space is different in many aspects from its counterpart in
the Hilbert space setting, and many pathologies will show up.
LetH1 andH2 be two Kreı˘n spaces and ﬁx two fundamental symmetries J1 and
J2 on H1 and H2; respectively. There is a natural Kreı˘n space structure on the
Hilbert space direct sum H1"H2 (with the positive inner product /; S), deﬁned
by the indeﬁnite inner product
½x; ZH1"H2 :¼ /ðJ1"J2Þx; ZS; x; ZAH1"H2:
Similarly, there is a natural Kreı˘n space structure on the Hilbert space tensor
product H1#H2 (with the positive inner product /; S), deﬁned by the indeﬁnite
inner product
½x; ZH1#H2 :¼ /ðJ1#J2Þx; ZS; x; ZAH1#H2:
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Both constructions do not depend on the fundamental symmetries, up to a
canonical unitary isomorphisms.
We need to make a few remarks that will apply throughout this paper when
d ¼N: If T :¼ ðT1; T2;yÞ is an inﬁnite sequence of operators on a Hilbert space
H; then we always assume that the row matrix T :¼ ½T1 T2y is a bounded
operator from"Ni¼1H toH; i.e., the series
PN
i¼1 TiT
n
i is strongly convergent. In this
case, we have
X
jaj¼n
TaT
n
a ¼
XN
i¼1
Ti
X
jbj¼n1
TbT
n
b
0
@
1
ATni
and
X
jaj¼n
TaT
n
ap
XN
i¼1
TiT
n
i




n
IH:
This shows that, if we consider the lexicographic order on faAFþd ; jaj ¼ ng; then the
row matrix ½Tajaj¼n is a bounded operator acting from"jaj¼nH toH: Therefore, if
"jaj¼nhaC"jaj¼nH; then
P
jaj¼n Taha is convergent.
Let V :¼ ðVjÞdj¼1 be a d-tuple of bounded isometries on a Kreı˘n space H: A
subspace LCH is called wandering for V if it is regular and VsL>VtL for any
distinct s; tAFþd : In this case, we deﬁne the subspace MþðLÞ by setting
MþðLÞ :¼
_
sAFþ
d
VsL: ð3:3Þ
Let us ﬁrst note that ifL is a wandering subspace for V; then VjL has the same
property. Moreover, if i; jAf1; 2;y; dg with iaj; then ViMþðLÞ>VjMþðLÞ and
L>ViMþðLÞ: We need to pay attention to the case d ¼N; when we also assume
that ½V1 V2 y is a bounded operator. Since the row matrix ½Vajaj¼n is a bounded
isometry when restricted to the Kreı˘n space"jaj¼nL and with values inH; we infer
that"jaj¼nVaL is a regular subspace ofH: Now, as in [17], one can easily verify the
following properties.
Lemma 3.1. Let V :¼ ðVjÞdj¼1 be a d-tuple of bounded isometries on a Kreı˘n space H
and let L be a wandering subspace for V: Then
(a) MþðLÞ ¼L"ðV1MþðLÞ3?3VdMþðLÞÞ;
(b) for any nX1; the subspace MþðLÞ has the decomposition
MþðLÞ ¼ "
jsjpn1
VsL"
_
jsj¼n
VsMþðLÞ; ð3:4Þ
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(c) MþðLÞ is nondegenerate if and only if L ¼MþðLÞ-ð
Wd
j¼1 VjMþðLÞÞ>;
(d) MþðLÞ0 ¼
T
nX0
W
jsj¼n VsMþðLÞ:
Note that, according to Eq. (3.4), one can associate with each hAMþðLÞ a unique
family flsgsAFþ
d
of vectors in L such that
h 
X
jtjpn1
VtltA
_
jtj¼n
VtMþðLÞ; nAN: ð3:5Þ
The sequence flsgsAFþ
d
is called the sequence of Fourier coefficients associated with
hAMþðLÞ:
Lemma 3.2. Let V :¼ ðVjÞdj¼1 be a d-tuple of bounded isometries on a Kreı˘n space H
and let L be a wandering subspace of V: Then, for any hAMþðLÞ; the family of its
Fourier coefficients flsgsAFþ
d
is given by
ls ¼ PLV xsh; sAFþd ;
where PL is the selfadjoint projection onto the regular subspace L:
Proof. If hAMþðLÞ; we clearly have l0 ¼ PLh: Let nX1 and aAFþd ; jaj ¼ n:
According to (3.5), there exists a family of vectors fh0bgjbj¼n in MþðLÞ such that
h 
X
jbjpn1
Vblb ¼
X
jbj¼n
Vbh
0
b:
Applying the operator PLV
x
a to both sides and taking into account that
PLV
x
aVblb ¼ 0 for all bAFþd with jbjpn  1; we get
PLV
x
a h ¼ PLV xa
X
jbj¼n
Vbh
0
b ¼ PLh0a:
Therefore,
h 
X
jbjpn1
Vblb 
X
jbj¼n
VbPLV
x
bh ¼
X
jbj¼n
Vbðh0b  PLV xbhÞ ¼
X
jbj¼n
VbðI  PLÞh0b:
Since h0bAMþðLÞ; by Lemma 3.1(a), it follows that
ðI  PLÞh0bA
_d
j¼1
VjMþðLÞ
and hence X
jbj¼n
VbðI  PLÞh0bA
_
jbj¼nþ1
VbMþðLÞ:
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Now, using the deﬁnition of the Fourier coefﬁcients, one can easily see that la ¼
PLV
x
a h for any aAF
þ
d : This completes the proof. &
Let us now assume thatV :¼ ðV1;y; VdÞ is a d-tuple of isometric operators on a
Kreı˘n spaceH; with mutually orthogonal ranges. Since VaH>VbH for any a; bAFþd ;
aab; with jaj ¼ jbjX1; and the ranges of bounded isometric operators are regular
subspaces, we infer that VaH; aAFþd ; and "jsj¼nVsH are regular subspaces.
Eq. (3.4) can be written as
MþðLÞ ¼ "
jsjpn1
VsL" "
jsj¼n
VsMþðLÞ: ð3:6Þ
On the other hand, since VaV
x
a is a self-adjoint projection onto the range of the
isometry Va; the operators
Pn :¼ I 
X
jaj¼n
VaV
x
a ; nX1 ð3:7Þ
are also self-adjoint projections. Note that the sequence of self-adjoint projections
fPngnX0; where P0 ¼ 0; is nondecreasing, i.e., the range of Pn is included in the range
of Pnþ1: Furthermore, it is easy to see that
L :¼ ðV1H"?"VdHÞ> ð3:8Þ
is a wandering subspace of V and
MþðLÞ ¼
_
nX0
PnH: ð3:9Þ
Remark 3.3. As shown in [9], the regularity of a subspace is related to the graph
convergence. We recall the following deﬁnitions only for bounded operators: the
sequence ðCnÞnAN; of bounded operators on a Hilbert spaceH; is said to converge in
the strong (weak) graph sense to CABðHÞ if for any xAH there exists a sequence
ðxnÞ of vectors in H such that xn-x strongly (weakly) and Cnxn-Cx strongly
(weakly).
Let V :¼ fV1;y; Vdg be a family of isometric operators with mutually
orthogonal ranges and consider the wandering subspace L; as deﬁned in (3.8).
Then, the following statements are equivalent:
(a) fPjaj¼n VaVxa gnX0 converges in the strong graph sense;
(b) fPjaj¼n VaVxa gnX0 converges in the weak graph sense;
(c) MþðLÞ is a regular subspace.
These equivalences can be proved using (3.7) and (3.9), the observation that the
sequence of self-adjoint projections fPngnX0 is nondecreasing, and Corollary 3.3
from [9].
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A d-tupleV :¼ ðVjÞdj¼1 of bounded isometries on the Kreı˘n spaceH is called a d-
orthogonal shift if there exists a subspace L of H; which is wandering for V and
such thatH ¼MþðLÞ: In this case, the wandering spaceL is called generating for
V: As a consequence of Proposition 3.1, it follows that the generating subspace of a
d-orthogonal shiftV is uniquely determined and given by (3.8). If xAH ¼MþðLÞ
and flagaAFþ
d
are its Fourier coefﬁcients, then we write xB
P
aAFþ
d
Vala:
Example 3.4. A class of d-orthogonal shifts on Kreı˘n spaces is obtained as follows.
LetH be a Kreı˘n space and let UABðHÞ be a unitary operator of Kreı˘n space. The
d-tuple V :¼ ðS1#U ;y; Sd#UÞ is a d-orthogonal shift on the Kreı˘n space
F2d#H; with generating space Ce0#H:
We say that U is fundamentally reducible if JU ¼ UJ for some fundamental
symmetry J ofH; equivalently, Un ¼ Ux; where Un is considered with respect to the
positive deﬁnite inner product /; SJ : ThenV is a d-orthogonal shift with respect to
both the Kreı˘n space structure and the canonical Hilbert space structure ofF2d#H
induced by the fundamental symmetry IF2d
#J: In particular, this is true for U ¼ IH:
In this case, the d-orthogonal shift S :¼ fS1#IH;y; Sd#IHg is called the
canonical d-orthogonal shift on F2d#H:
In a certain sense, the canonical d-orthogonal shift, as described above, might be
considered as a ‘‘model’’ even in our indeﬁnite setting. If V :¼ ðVjÞdj¼1 is a sequence
of bounded isometric operators on a Kreı˘n space H; then a decomposition H ¼
H0"H1 is called Wold–von Neumann decomposition if, for each i ¼ 0; 1; the
following conditions are satisﬁed:
(i) Hi is a regular subspace of H;
(ii) Hi is invariant under each Vj; j ¼ 1; 2;y; d;
(iii) ðI Pdj¼1 VjVxj ÞjH1 ¼ 0;
(iv) fVjjH0gdj¼1 is a d-orthogonal shift on H0:
There is an analogue of Wold–von Neumann theorem (see [23]) in our setting. The
proof is essentially the same as that from [17], so we shall omit it.
Theorem 3.5. Let V :¼ fVigdi¼1 be a sequence of bounded isometries on a Kreı˘n space
H; having orthogonal ranges, and let L be the wandering subspace defined by L :¼
ð"di¼1ViHÞ>: ThenV admits a Wold–von Neumann decomposition H ¼H0"H1 if
and only if the subspaceMþðLÞ :¼
W
sAFþ
d
VsL is regular. In this case,H0 ¼MþðLÞ
and
H1 ¼
\
nX0
"
jaj¼n
VaH
 !
:
Moreover, if a Wold–von Neumann decomposition exists, then it is unique.
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A delicate question in this setting is related to the possibility of recovering the
vectors in MþðLÞ from their Fourier coefﬁcients.
Proposition 3.6. Let V :¼ ðV1;y; VdÞ be a d-tuple of bounded isometric operators on
a Kreı˘n space H with mutually orthogonal ranges, and let L be the wandering
subspace associated with V: Then, the following statements are equivalent:
(a) The sequence fPjaj¼n VaV xa gnX0 is uniformly bounded.
(b) The sequence fPjaj¼n VaV xa gnX0 converges in the strong operator topology.
(c) The sequence fPjaj¼n VaV xa gnX0 converges in the weak operator topology.
(d) MþðLÞ is regular and, for every vector hAMþðLÞ; we have
h ¼
X
nX0
X
jaj¼n
Vala; ð3:10Þ
where flagaAFþ
d
is the sequence of Fourier coefficients of h and the series converges
strongly.
In addition, if either one of the above statements holds, then for any h; h0AMþðLÞ; we
have
½h; h0K ¼
XN
n¼0
X
jaj¼n
½la; l0aK; ð3:11Þ
where hB
P
aAFþ
d
Vala and h
0B
P
aAFþ
d
Val
0
a:
Proof. To prove the equivalence of (a), (b), and (c), one can use (3.7) and (3.9), the
observation that the sequence of self-adjoint projections fPngnX0 is nondecreasing,
and Lemma 3.4 in [9].
Implication ðcÞ ) ðdÞ: Let h be a vector inMþðLÞ and let flagaAFþ
d
be its sequence
of Fourier coefﬁcients. By Lemma 3.2, we have
la ¼ PLVxa h ¼ I 
Xd
j¼1
VjV
x
j
 !
Vxa h ¼ V xa h 
Xd
j¼1
VjV
x
j V
x
a h; aAF
þ
d :
Therefore, for arbitrary nX1; we have
X
jaj¼n
Vala ¼
X
jaj¼n
VaV
x
a h 
Xd
j¼1
X
jaj¼n
ðVaVjÞðVaVjÞxh;
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and hence, for ﬁxed NX1; we have
XN
n¼0
X
jaj¼n
Vala ¼
XN
n¼0
X
jaj¼n
VaV
x
a h 
Xd
j¼1
X
jaj¼n
ðVaVjÞðVaVjÞxh
0
@
1
A: ð3:12Þ
Noticing that the sum on the right-hand side of (3.12) is telescopic, we obtain
X
jajpN
Vala ¼ I 
X
jaj¼Nþ1
VaV
x
a
0
@
1
Ah ¼ PNh: ð3:13Þ
Since the sequence fPjaj¼n VaV xa gnX0 converges in the strong operator topology, it
follows that the sequence fPngnX0 converges to the bounded selfadjoint projection
onto MþðLÞ: Therefore, the subspace MþðLÞ is regular and, in addition,
h ¼ lim
n-N
Pnh ¼
XN
n¼0
X
jaj¼n
Vala: ð3:14Þ
Implication ðdÞ ) ðcÞ: Assume thatMþðLÞ is regular and expansion (3.10) holds
for any hAMþðLÞ: By (3.13), it follows that the sequence f
P
jaj¼n VaV
x
a hgnX0
converges strongly. Taking into account thatMþðLÞ is regular and using Theorem
3.5, we infer that
k ¼
X
jaj¼n
VaV
x
ak; kAMþðLÞ>; nX1:
Since H ¼MþðLÞ"MþðLÞ>; this implies that the sequence f
P
jaj¼n VaV
x
a gnX0
converges in the strong operator topology. &
Remark 3.7. If the sequence fPjaj¼n VaVxa gnX0 is uniformly bounded, then the
subspaces in the Wold decomposition have the form
H0 ¼ kAH : lim
n-N
X
jaj¼n
VaV
x
ak ¼ 0
8<
:
9=
;
and
H1 ¼ kAH :
X
jaj¼n
VaV
x
ak ¼ k for any n ¼ 0; 1;y
8<
:
9=
;:
In particular, if
P
jaj¼n VaV
x
a-0 strongly as n-N; then ðV1;y; VdÞ is a d-
orthogonal shift.
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Recall that a regular subspace L is uniquely determined, modulo an isometric
isomorphism, by its signature ðkþðLÞ; kðLÞÞ and hence, the signature of the
generating subspace L might be called the multiplicity of the d-orthogonal shift V:
But, contrary to the positive deﬁnite case, when the multiplicity of the generating
space determines uniquely the d-orthogonal shift, up to unitary equivalence, the next
proposition shows that this is not true in the setting of genuine Kreı˘n spaces.
Two d-orthogonal shifts V and V0; on Kreı˘n spaces K1 (resp. K2) are called
unitary equivalent if there exists a bounded unitary operator CABðK1;K2Þ such
that CVj ¼ V 0jC for all j ¼ 1; 2;y; d:
Proposition 3.8. If the Kreı˘n spaceH is indefinite, that is, it contains positive as well as
negative vectors, then there exist two d-orthogonal shifts on the Kreı˘n space F2d#H;
having the same generating space e0#H; and such that they are not unitarily
equivalent.
Proof. Let H be a Kreı˘n space and let UABðHÞ be a unitary operator of Kreı˘n
space. DeﬁneV :¼ ðV1;y; VdÞ; where Vi :¼ Si#U ; i ¼ 1; 2;y; d; and note thatV
is a d-orthogonal shift on K ¼F2d#H; with the generating space e0#H: On the
other hand, we have Va ¼ Sa#U jaj and supaAFþ
d
jjVajj ¼ sup
nAN
jjUnjj:
Now we show that, if H is indeﬁnite, then there always exists a unitary operator
UABðHÞ such that sup
nAN
jjUnjj ¼N: Indeed, it is easy to see that it is sufﬁcient to
prove this statement for the particular case when H ¼ C"C; with the inde-
ﬁnite inner product ½h1"k1; h2"k2 :¼ h1 %h2  k1 %k2: In this case, ﬁx rAð0; 1Þ and
deﬁne
U :¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 r2
p 1 r
r 1
" #
: ð3:15Þ
Then U is a unitary operator on the Kreı˘n space H and
jjUnjj ¼ 1þ r
1 r
 n
2
-N as n-N:
Since lim
jaj-N
jjSajjoN and limjaj-N jjVajj ¼N; the d-orthogonal shift V is not
unitarily equivalent to the canonical d-orthogonal shiftS :¼ fS1#H;y; Sd#IHg;
although they have the same generating space e0#H: &
4. The Fourier representation of d-orthogonal shifts
Let V :¼ ðV1;y; VdÞ be a d-orthogonal shift on the Kreı˘n space K ¼MþðLÞ;
with generating space L: With the notation as in the previous sections, we consider
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the Kreı˘n space
F2d#L :¼ "
aAFþ
d
ea#lajðlaÞaAFþ
d
CL;
X
aAFþ
d
jjlajj2oN
8<
:
9=
;; ð4:1Þ
where jj  jj is a ﬁxed unitary norm on K: For any vectors x; yAF2d#L given by
x ¼ "
aAFþ
d
ea#xa; y ¼ "
aAFþ
d
ea#ya;
we have
½x; yF2d#L ¼
XN
j¼0
X
jaj¼j
½xa; yaK: ð4:2Þ
We deﬁne the linear operator F0: DomðF0Þ-F2d#L as follows:
DomðF0Þ :¼
X
jajpn
ValajnAN; ðlaÞjajpnCL
8<
:
9=
;DK; ð4:3Þ
F0
X
jajpn
Vala
0
@
1
A :¼ "
jajpn
ea#la; ðlaÞjajpnCL; nAN: ð4:4Þ
Lemma 4.1. The linear operator F0 is densely defined, closable, isometric, with dense
range, and
F0Vj ¼ ðSj#ILÞF0; ð4:5Þ
for all j ¼ 1;y; d:
Proof. Clearly, the linear manifold DomðF0Þ is dense in K and F0 DomðF0Þ is
dense in F2d#L: On the other hand, taking into account that V is a d-orthogonal
shift with generating space L and the deﬁnition of the inner product ½; F2d#L (see
(4.2)), it is easy to see that F0 is isometric, that is,
½F0x;F0yF2d#L ¼ ½x; yK; x; yADomðF0Þ: ð4:6Þ
Note that if xB
P
aAFþ
d
Vala is an arbitrary vector in K and jAf1;y; dg; then
VjxB
P
aAFþ
d
Vgjala: Thus, xADomðF0Þ if and only if VjxADomðF0Þ and hence
DomðF0VjÞ ¼ DomððSj#ILÞF0Þ: Moreover, for any x ¼
P
jajpn Vala in DomðF0Þ;
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we have
ðSj#ILÞF0x ¼ "
jajpn
egja#la ¼ F0Vjx
and hence (4.5) holds.
It remains to prove that F0 is closable. To see this, let ðxnÞnX0 be a sequence of
vectors in DomðF0Þ such that xn-0AK and F0xn-yAF2d#L; as n-N: By
deﬁnition, xn ¼
P
jajpmn Vala;n for some mnAN and fla;ngjajpmn in L: Then F0xn ¼
"jajpmn ea#la;n for all nAN: For any sAF
þ
d ; let Qs :F
2
d#L-L be the operator
deﬁned by
Qs "
aAFþ
d
ea#la
 !
¼ ls: ð4:7Þ
Clearly, Qs is a bounded linear operator and QsF0xn-Qsy as n-N: Setting y :¼
"aAFþ
d
ea#la; where flagaAFþ
d
CL and
P
aAFþ
d
jjlajj2oN; we have ls;n-ls as n-N:
On the other hand, as a consequence of the regularity of the generating space L
and decomposition (3.4), there exists a unitary norm jj  jj on K ¼MþðLÞ such
that, for any aAFþd ; saa; we have VsL>VaL with respect to the corresponding
positive deﬁnite inner product on K: In addition, the operator Us ¼
VsjL :L-VsL is a bounded unitary operator and, as a consequence, it has a
bounded inverse. Hence, for all nAN;
jjxnjj2 ¼
X
jajpmn
Vala;n




2
XjjVsls;njj2X 1jjU1s jj
jjls;njj2;
where we let ls;n ¼ 0 if jsj4mn: Since xn-0 strongly, we have ls;n-0 strongly. Thus
y ¼ 0; and this proves that the operator F0 is closable. &
As a consequence of Lemma 4.1, we can deﬁne the Fourier representation
associated with the d-orthogonal shift V as the (possibly unbounded) operator
F; the closure of the operator F0: In addition, another extension
*F : Domð *FÞ-F2d#L of F0 can be deﬁned as follows:
Domð *FÞ :¼ xAKj
X
aAFþ
d
jjPLVxaxjj2oN
8<
:
9=
;; ð4:8Þ
*FðxÞ :¼ "
sAFþ
d
es#PLV
x
sx; xADomð *FÞ: ð4:9Þ
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Theorem 4.2. The Fourier representation F associated with the d-orthogonal shift V is
a densely defined closed isometry with dense range, such that
FðxÞ ¼ "
aAFþ
d
ea#PLV
x
ax; xADomðFÞ; ð4:10Þ
and, for any jAf1;y; dg;
FVj ¼ ðSj#ILÞF: ð4:11Þ
Proof. By the deﬁnition of F and the properties of F0; it follows that F is a densely
deﬁned closed isometry with dense range. Since F is the smallest closed extension of
F0; and *F is an extension of F0; in order to prove (4.10) it is sufﬁcient to show that *F
is closed as well. To see this, let ðxnÞnAN be a sequence in Domð *FÞ such that *Fxn-x
and *Fxn-y; as n-N: A similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 shows that,
for any sAFþd ; PLV
x
sxn-Qsy; as n-N; where Qs is deﬁned by (4.7). Since
PLV
x
sxn-PLV
x
sx; we conclude that, for any sAF
þ
d ; PLV
x
sx ¼ Qsy: Since
yAF2d#L; we have xADomð *FÞ and *FðxÞ ¼ y: Thus, *F is closed and (4.10) holds.
In order to prove (4.11), ﬁx j in f1;y; dg: It is clear that (4.5) implies
FVj+ðSj#ILÞF: To prove the converse inclusion, let xAK be such that
VjxADomðFÞ; that is, there exist ðxnÞnAN with xn-Vjx and F0xn-FVjx; as
n-N: Then V xj Vjxn-V
x
j Vjx ¼ x as n-N: Let la ¼ PLVxax and la;n ¼ PLVxaxn be
the Fourier coefﬁcients of x and xn; respectively. Taking into account that
Vxj Va ¼
Vb; a ¼ gjb;
0; otherwise;
(
we have
Vxj xn ¼
X
jajpmn
V xj Vala;n ¼
X
jbjpmn1
Vblgjb;n:
Then
jjF0xn  FVjxjj2 ¼ "
jajpmn
ea#la;n  "
bAFþ
d
egjb#lb




2
¼
X
bAFþ
d
jjlgjb;n  lbjj2 þ
X
aegjFþd
jjla;njj2;
where we set la;n ¼ 0 if jaj4mn: Since jjF0xn  FVjxjj-0 as n-N; we infer thatX
bAFþ
d
jjlgjb;n  lbjj2-0; n-N:
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Hence, the vector h ¼"sAFþ
d
es#ls is in F
2
d#L: Taking into account that
jjF0Vxj xn  hjj2 ¼
X
bAFþ
d
jjlgjb;n  lbjj2;
it follows that F0V xj xn-h: Since V
x
j xn-x as n-N; we infer that xADomðFÞ and
h ¼ Fx: This proves that DomðFVjÞDDomðFÞ and hence (4.11) is completely
proved. &
We are now interested in characterizations of the boundedness of the
Fourier representation associated to a d-orthogonal shift. We ﬁrst make two
observations.
Remark 4.3. We can introduce a partial order on Fþd : If a; bAF
þ
d ; then we say that
apb whenever there exists sAFþd such that b ¼ as: Note that, if a; bAFþd ; then
VaV
x
aVbV
x
b ¼
VbV
x
b ; apb;
VaV
x
a ; bpa;
0; all other cases:
8><
>: ð4:12Þ
Now it is easy to see that the self-adjoint projections VaV
x
a are mutually
commutative.
In what follows, we use the notation A4B ¼ AB and A3B ¼ A þ B  AB;
whenever A; B are two commuting self-adjoint projections in BðKÞ: Observe that
the operators A4B; A3B and I  A are self-adjoint projections.
Remark 4.4. Taking into account Remark 4.3, it makes sense to consider the
Boolean algebra B generated by the mutually commutative self-adjoint projections
fVaV xa gaAFþ
d
; that is, the smallest family of self-adjoint projections in BðKÞ invariant
under the operations 3; 4; and complementation (recall that, since A3B ¼
ðI  AÞ4ðI  BÞ; only 4 and complementation are sufﬁcient).
For arbitrary aAFþd ; consider the self-adjoint projection Qa from K onto the
regular subspace VaL; more precisely,
Qax ¼ VaPLV xax; xAK: ð4:13Þ
To see that fQagaAFþ
d
CB; we use (4.12) and observe that
Qa ¼ I 
_d
j¼1
Vagj V
x
agj
 !
4VaVxa : ð4:14Þ
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Moreover, Qa are atoms for the Boolean algebra B; in the sense that, for any
aAFþd and BAB such that BpQa; it follows that B ¼ 0: In addition, for any AAB
there exists a ﬁnite subset GCFþd ; such that A ¼
P
aAG Qa; that is, the Boolean
algebra B is atomic.
We will use the following lemma which is a particular case of Lemma XV.6.2
from [7].
Lemma 4.5. Let B be a Boolean algebra of selfadjoint projections on the Kreı˘n space
K: Then B is uniformly bounded if and only if there exists a fundamental symmetry J
on K such that JB ¼ BJ for all BAB; equivalently, B ¼ Bn for all BAB; where *
denotes the involution with respect to the positive inner product /; SJ :
Theorem 4.6. Given a d-orthogonal shift V :¼ ðV1;y; VdÞ on the Kreı˘n space K;
with generating subspace L; the following statements are equivalent:
(1) Any vector in K has square summable Fourier coefficients;
(2) The Fourier representation F is bounded (and hence, F :K-F2d#L is a unitary
operator of Kreı˘n spaces);
(3) The family fVagaAFþ
d
and the Boolean algebra B generated by the selfadjoint
projections fVaV xa gaAFþ
d
are uniformly bounded in BðKÞ:
Proof. ð1Þ ) ð2Þ: If all the vectors inK have square-summable Fourier coefﬁcients
then the operator *F given by (4.8) and (4.9) is deﬁned onK: Since *F is closed, by the
Closed Graph Theorem, it follows that *F is bounded. Thus, F is bounded and equals
*F: From Theorem 4.2, it follows that F is a bounded unitary operator of Kreı˘n
spaces.
ð2Þ ) ð3Þ: If F is bounded, then, by Theorem 4.2, it is a bounded unitary operator
of Kreı˘n spaces and, for all aAFþd ; we have Va ¼ FxðSa#ILÞF: Hence, VaVxa ¼
FxðSa#ILÞðSa#ILÞF: The latter implies that the Boolean algebras B and S are
unitarily equivalent. Since ðSa#ILÞx ¼ ðSa#ILÞn; both fðSa#ILÞgaAFþ
d
and the
Boolean algebra S are uniformly bounded by 1. Therefore, the family fVagaAFþ
d
and
the Boolean algebra B are uniformly bounded by jjFjj2:
ð3Þ ) ð1Þ: Assume that both the family fVagaAFþ
d
and the Boolean algebra B
generated by the self-adjoint projections fVaV xa gaAFþ
d
are uniformly bounded in
BðKÞ: By Lemma 4.5, we can choose a fundamental symmetry J of the Kreı˘n space
K such that all the projections in B are self-adjoint with respect to the positive
deﬁnite inner product /; SJ ; hence of norm 1. In particular, by Proposition 3.6, it
follows that
x ¼
XN
j¼0
X
jbj¼j
VbPLV
x
bx; xAK;
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where the series converges strongly. For any aAFþd ; let Qa denote the self-adjoint
projection onto the regular subspace VaL; as deﬁned in (4.13). According to
Remark 4.4, fQagaAFþ
d
CB is a family of disjoint projections, orthogonal with respect
to the inner product /; SJ : Thus, there is a constant K40 such thatX
aAFþ
d
jjPLVxaxjj2 ¼
X
aAFþ
d
jjV xaVaPLVxaxjj2pK
X
aAFþ
d
jjVaPLVxaxjj2
¼K
X
aAFþ
d
jjQaxjj2 ¼ K
X
aAFþ
d
Qax




2
¼K
X
aAFþ
d
VaPLV
x
ax




2
¼ K jjxjj2:
Hence, x has square summable Fourier coefﬁcients and the proof is complete. &
5. Isometric dilations
Let T :¼ ðTjÞdj¼1 be a family of bounded operators on a Kreı˘n space H: A pair
ðV;KÞ; whereV :¼ ðVjÞdj¼1 is a d-tuple of bounded isometric operators on a Kreı˘n
space K+H; is called a minimal isometric dilation of T if
(i) V xi Vj ¼ 0 for all iaj; i; j ¼ 1;y; d;
(ii) V xj jH ¼ Txj ; for all j ¼ 1;y; d;
(iii) K ¼ WaAFþ
d
VaH:
We remark that if d ¼N; then both row matrices ½T1 T2y and ½V1 V2y
should be bounded operators. Let J be a fundamental symmetry on H and let
ðHd ;/; SJ˜Þ be the direct sum of d copies of the Hilbert space ðH;/; SJÞ: The
space Hd is regarded as a direct sum of Kreı˘n spaces, where the fundamental
symmetry J˜ is the direct sum of d-copies of J: Let T :¼ ½T1 T2yTd ABðHd ;HÞ and
consider the operators
JT :¼ sgnðJ˜  TnJTÞ; DT :¼ jJ˜  TnJT j1=2: ð5:1Þ
Then JT is a self-adjoint partial isometry on H
d which commutes with DT : The
defect space
DT :¼ DTHd ¼ JTHd ð5:2Þ
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is invariant under both JT and DT ; and JT is a symmetry on DT : We deﬁne a new
inner product on DT by setting
½x; ZDT :¼ /JTx; ZS; x; ZAHd : ð5:3Þ
Consider now the Kreı˘n space
K :¼H"ðF2d#DTÞ; ð5:4Þ
with the indeﬁnite inner product deﬁned by the symmetry
JK :¼ J"ðIF2d#JTÞ: ð5:5Þ
We consider H embedded into K onto the ﬁrst component. For each j ¼ 1;y; d;
deﬁne the bounded isometry Vj :K-K by
Vjðh"ðx#kÞÞ :¼ Tjh"ðe0#DTð0;y; 0|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
j1 times
; h; 0;yÞ
þ ðSj#IDT Þðx#kÞÞ; ð5:6Þ
where hAH; xAF2d ; kADT ; and ðSjÞdj¼1 is the canonical d-orthogonal shift on F2d :
We say that two minimal isometric dilations ðV;KÞ and ðV0;K0Þ; of the same
d-tuple T of operators in H; are unitarily equivalent if there exists CABðK;K0Þ;
a unitary operator of Kreı˘n spaces, such that CjH ¼ IH and CVj ¼ V 0jC for all
j ¼ 1;y; d:
Theorem 5.1. Let T :¼ ðTjÞdj¼1 be a d-tuple of bounded operators on a Kreı˘n space H:
The pair ðV;KÞ defined by relations (5.4) and (5.6) is a minimal isometric dilation of
T: Moreover,T admits a unique minimal isometric dilation, up to unitary equivalence,
if and only if the operator T :¼ ½T1 T2 yTd  is either contractive or expansive.
Proof. The proof of the fact that (5.4) and (5.6) deﬁne a minimal isometric dilation
of T is essentially the same as the proof of the noncommutative dilation theorem
from [17] and therefore, we shall omit the details. We only need to add that if
d ¼N; then V :¼ ½V1 V2y is a bounded operator. Indeed, this follows from (5.6) if
one takes into account that T :¼ ½T1 T2y is a bounded operator.
Let us now assume that the operator T :¼ ½T1 T2yTd  is contractive, that is,
J˜  TnJTX0: Consequently, the operator JT is the identity on DT ; and the Kreı˘n
space DT is positive deﬁnite. Let ðV0;K0Þ be another minimal isometric dilation of
T; whereV0 ¼ ðV 01;y; V 0dÞ: Since, for arbitrary NX0 and fhagjajpN ; fkagjajpNCH
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we have
X
jajpN
Vaha;
X
jajpN
Vaka
2
4
3
5
K
¼
X
jajpN
V 0aha;
X
jajpN
V 0aka
2
4
3
5
K0
;
taking into account of the minimality of the isometric dilation, it follows that the
mapping
C
X
jajpN
Vaha
0
@
1
A ¼ X
jajpN
V 0aha; NX0; fhagjajpNCH; ð5:7Þ
is well deﬁned, and the linear operator C is isometric, densely deﬁned and with dense
range.
LetH ¼Hþ"H be a fundamental decomposition of the Kreı˘n spaceH: Note
that, since DT is positive deﬁnite, it follows that the Kreı˘n spaceF
2
d#DT is positive
deﬁnite and hence,K ¼ ðHþ"F2d#DTÞ"H is a fundamental decomposition of
K: Thus, H is contained in the domain of C and we can apply Theorem VI.3.5
from [1], to conclude thatC is bounded, and hence a unitary operator. It is now clear
that C is the required unitary equivalence of the minimal isometric dilations ðV;KÞ
and ðV0;K0Þ: A similar argument holds in the case when T is expansive, that is,
J˜  TnJTp0:
Let us assume now that T is neither contractive nor expansive. Then DT is an
indeﬁnite Kreı˘n space, that is, it contains positive as well as negative vectors. As in
the proof of Proposition 3.8, there is a unitary operator UABðDTÞ such that the d-
orthogonal shift fSj#Ugdj¼1; deﬁned on the Kreı˘n space F2d#DT ; is not unitary
equivalent to the d-orthogonal shift fSj#IDTgdj¼1: LetK be deﬁned as in (5.4) and
let V0 :¼ ðV 01;y; V 0dÞ be deﬁned by
V 0j ðh"ðx#kÞÞ :¼ Tjh"ðe0#DTð0;y; 0|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
j1 times
; h; 0;yÞ þ ðSj#UÞðx#kÞÞ; ð5:8Þ
where hAH; xAF2d and kADT : Then ðV0;KÞ is a minimal isometric dilation ofT;
which is not unitarily equivalent to ðV;KÞ: Indeed, suppose that there exists
CABðKÞ; a unitary operator of Kreı˘n space, such that CjH ¼ IH and CVj ¼ V 0jC
for all j ¼ 1;y; d: Since CH ¼H; it follows that CðF2d#DTÞ ¼F2d#DT : When
restricted toF2d#DT ; bothV andV
0 become d-orthogonal shifts that are unitarily
equivalent by the unitary operator CjðF2d#DT Þ: According to Proposition 3.8, this
is a contradiction. The proof is complete. &
The isometric dilation ðV;KÞ; deﬁned by (5.4) and (5.6), is called the canonical
minimal isometric dilation of T:
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6. The geometry of the canonical minimal isometric dilation
Throughout this section,H is a Hilbert space andT :¼ ðT1;y; TdÞ is a sequence
of operators onH: Consider the operator TABðHd ;HÞ deﬁned by the row matrix
½T1 yTd ; where Hd is the direct sum of d copies ofH: The operators DT ; JT are
deﬁned as in (5.1), where J ¼ IH and J˜ ¼ IHd :
We recall that the canonical minimal isometric dilation ðV;KÞ is deﬁned by the
relations (5.4) and (5.6). In addition, with respect to the Hilbert spaces H andHd ;
we introduce the operators
JTn :¼ sgn I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
; DTn :¼ I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j


1=2
: ð6:1Þ
It is easy to see that JTn is a self-adjoint partial isometry which commutes with the
positive operator DTn : In particular, the subspace
DTn :¼ DTnH ¼ JTnH ð6:2Þ
is invariant under both JTn and DTn ; and JTn jDTn is a symmetry on DTn : Deﬁne the
new inner product ½; DTn on the Hilbert space DTn by setting
½x; ZDTn :¼ /JTnx; ZS; x; ZADTn : ð6:3Þ
Then ðDTn ; ½; DTn Þ is a Kreı˘n space called the adjoint defect space ofT: Recall that
the following intertwining relation holds
TDT ¼ DTnT : ð6:4Þ
Deﬁne the subspaces
L :¼
_d
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞH and L* :¼ IH 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 !
H: ð6:5Þ
Lemma 6.1. (a) The subspaces L and L
*
are wandering for V; unitarily isomorphic
to the Kreı˘n spaces DT and DTn ; respectively. In addition, L-L* ¼ f0g:
(b) The subspaces MþðLÞ and MþðL* Þ; defined as in (3.3), are invariant under
each V1;y; Vd ; Vx1 ;y; V
x
d :
(c) The subspace MþðLÞ is regular, K ¼H"MþðLÞ; and the Fourier
representation of the d-orthogonal shift VjMþðLÞ :¼ ðV1jMþðLÞ;y; Vd jMþðLÞÞ
is bounded.
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Proof. Let us observe that
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞhj ¼ 0" e0#DT "
d
j¼1
hj
  
; hjAH; j ¼ 1;y; d: ð6:6Þ
This shows thatL is invariant under the fundamental symmetry JK deﬁned by (5.5),
hence regular. In addition, relation (6.6) shows that the mapping
f
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞhj
 !
¼ DT "
d
j¼1
hj
 
; hjAH; j ¼ 1;y; d; ð6:7Þ
is a unitary (hence bounded) operator fABðL;DTÞ of Kreı˘n spaces. Actually, since
fJKjL ¼ JTf; the operator f is a unitary operator with respect to the underlying
Hilbert spaces ðL;/; SJKÞ and ðDT ;/; SHÞ:
As in [17], it can be veriﬁed that L is wandering for V: Using (6.6) and (5.6), we
can show that MþðLÞ is invariant under the fundamental symmetry JK; by
checking on ﬁnite linear combinations. Thus, MþðLÞ is a regular subspace of K:
SinceVjMþðLÞ is implemented by the canonical d-orthogonal shift with generating
space DT ; it follows that its Fourier representation is bounded, cf. Theorem 4.6.
To see that the subspace L
*
is regular, we observe that
L
*
¼ I 
Xd
j¼1
VjV
x
j
 !
K: ð6:8Þ
Indeed, taking into account that the isometries V1;y; Vd have mutual orthogonal
ranges, for any aAFþd with jajX1; we have
IH 
Xd
j¼1
VjV
x
j
 !
Vah ¼ Vah  Vah ¼ 0; hAH:
Hence, (6.8) holds, if we take into account the minimality ofK ¼ WaAFþ
d
VaH: The
fact thatL
*
is a wandering subspace forV was mentioned in connection with (3.8).
Observe now that
f
*
I 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 !
h ¼ JTnDTnh; hAH; ð6:9Þ
is a well-deﬁned linear isometry from ðI Pdj¼1 VjTnj ÞH to DTn : To see this, assume
that JTnDTnh ¼ 0 for some hAH: Then ðI 
Pd
j¼1 TjT
n
j Þh ¼ DTnJTnDTnh ¼ 0 and,
using (6.4), we also have DT T
nh ¼ TnDTnh ¼ 0: Hence, and taking into account
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(5.6), it follows that ðI Pdj¼1 VjTnÞh ¼ 0: Let h; h0AH be arbitrary. Then
I 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 !
h; I 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 !
h0
" #
K
¼ ½h; h0 
Xd
j¼1
½Tnj h; Tnj h0K
¼ I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h; h0
* +
H
¼ ½DTnh; DTnh0DTn ;
which shows that f
*
is isometric. Note that f
*
is densely deﬁned in L
*
and has
dense range in DTn : Taking into account that L* is regular, we infer that f* is
injective. Therefore, k7ðL
*
Þ ¼ k7ðDTnÞ and the regular subspace L* is
isometrically isomorphic to the Kreı˘n space DTn : The invariance of the subspaces
MþðLÞ and MþðL* Þ under V1;y; Vd ; V x1 ;y; V xd follows essentially as in [17].
It remains to prove that L-L
*
¼ f0g: For this, we ﬁrst show that
L
*
" "
d
j¼1
VjH
 
¼H"L: ð6:10Þ
Indeed, we will actually prove a stronger equality between linear manifolds, namely
I 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 !
Hþ
Xd
j¼1
VjH ¼Hþ
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞH: ð6:11Þ
To this end, let hAH; h1;y; hdAH be arbitrary. We have
h 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j h þ
Xd
j¼1
Vjhj ¼
Xd
j¼1
Tjhj þ I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
þ
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞðhj  Tnj hÞ;
which proves one inclusion in (6.11). For the converse, we use the fact that
h 
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞhj ¼ I 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 !
h 
Xd
j¼1
Tjhj
 !
þ
Xd
j¼1
Vj T
n
j h þ hj 
Xd
i¼1
Tnj Tihj
 !
:
Thus, (6.11) holds. Using the deﬁnitions of L and L
*
; we obtain (6.10) by an
approximation argument. Furthermore, according to (5.6), it follows that
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H3"dj¼1VjH ¼H"L: By taking orthogonals and using (6.10), we deduce that
L-L
*
¼ f0g: &
The subspace
R :¼MþðL* Þ
> ð6:12Þ
is called the residual space of the minimal isometric dilation V: The following
characterization of the residual space R will play an important roˆle in our
investigation. We should remark that the case d ¼ 1 was considered by McEnnis
in [12].
Theorem 6.2. A vector kAK belongs to the residual space R if and only if there exists
a family fhsgsAFþ
d
of vectors in H such that:
(i) h0 ¼ PHk;
(ii)
Pd
j¼1 Tjhsgj ¼ hs for all sAFþd ;
(iii) fPdj¼1ðVj  TjÞhsgjgsAFþ
d
is the sequence of Fourier coefficients of the vector
PMþðLÞk in MþðLÞ:
Moreover, fhsgsAFþ
d
and k uniquely determine each other, with the above properties.
Proof. Let kAK and assume that fhsgsAFþ
d
satisﬁes conditions (i)–(iii). Since K ¼
H"MþðLÞ; the vector k has a unique representation k ¼ h0 þ s; where h0 ¼
PHkAH and s ¼ PMþðLÞkAMþðLÞ: Since fhsgsAFþ
d
is the sequence of Fourier
coefﬁcients of s in MþðLÞ; we have
s 
X
jsjpN
VslsA
_
jbj¼Nþ1
VbMþðLÞ; N ¼ 0; 1;y : ð6:13Þ
For any l
*
¼ ðI Pdj¼1 VjTnj Þh and b ¼ gi1?giNAFþd with jbj ¼ NX0; let us
prove that
½k; Vbl * K ¼ 0: ð6:14Þ
Taking into account (6.13) and that VsL*>VsMþðL* Þ; we have
½k; Vbl* K ¼ ½h0 þ s; Vbl * K
¼ ½h0; Vbl* K þ
X
jsjpN1
½Vsls; Vbl* K þ
X
jaj¼N
½Vala; Vbl* K:
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Since Vxj jH ¼ Txj ; we deduce that
½h0; Vbl* K ¼ h0; Vb I 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 !
h
" #
K
¼ h0; Tb I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
* +
H
¼ Tnbh0; I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
* +
H
:
On the other hand, since Vxi Vj ¼ 0 for iaj; and using (ii) and (iii), we obtainX
jaj¼N
½Va; Vbl* K ¼ ½Vblb; Vbl* K ¼ ½lb; l* K
¼
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞhbgj ; I 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 !
h
" #
K
¼
Xd
j¼1
Vjhbgj ; I 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 !
h
" #
K

Xd
j¼1
Tjhbgj ; I 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 !
h
" #
K
:
Since L
*
>VjK for j ¼ 1;y; d; and hb ¼
Pd
j¼1 Tjhbgj ; we get
X
jaj¼N
½Vala; Vbl* K ¼  hb; I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
* +
H
:
Now, ﬁx sAFþd ; jsjpN  1; and calculate ½Vsls; Vbl * K: If s4/ b (see the deﬁnition
in Remark 4.3), then ½Vsls; Vbl* K ¼ 0: When spb; that is b ¼ sg for some gAFþd
with jsj ¼ N  jgj; we have
½Vsls; Vbl* K ¼
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞhsgj ; Vg I 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 !
h
" #
K
¼
Xd
j¼1
Vjhsgj ; Vg I 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 !
h
" #
K

Xd
j¼1
Tjhsgj ; Tg I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
* +
H
¼ hsgp ; Ta I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
* +
H
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 hs; Tg I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
* +
H
¼ Tna hsgp  Tng hs; I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
* +
H
;
where g ¼ gpa for some pAf1;y; dg; and jaj ¼ N  jsj  1: Using this result when
k ¼ 1;y; N; s ¼ gi0gi1?gik1 ; gp ¼ gik and a ¼ gikþ1?giN giNþ1 (here, gi0 ¼ giNþ1 ¼ g0;
the neutral element in Fþd ), and summing up, we obtainX
jsjpN1
½Vsls; Vbl* K ¼
XN
k¼1
ðTngikþ1?giNþ1 hgi0?gik  T
n
gik?giNþ1
hgi0?gik1 Þ;
*
 I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
+
H
¼ hgi0?giN  Tngi1?giNþ1 h0; I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
* +
H
¼ hb  Tnbh0; I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
* +
H
(note the telescopic sum on the right-hand side of the ﬁrst equality). So far, we have
proved that (6.14) holds for all bAFþd : Since the linear manifold ðI 
Pd
j¼1 VjT
n
j ÞH is
dense in L
*
; we infer that k>MþðL* Þ; and hence kAR:
Conversely, suppose that kAR: We will construct fhsgsAFþ
d
inductively. Let h0 ¼
PL
*
k; NX0 and assume that fhsgjsjpN has been deﬁned so that:
(ii)0 Pd
j¼1 Tjhsgj ¼ hs for all sAFþd with jsjpN  1;
(iii)0 Pd
j¼1ðVj  TjÞhsgj ¼ ls for jsjpN  1; where flsgsAFþ
d
are the Fourier coefﬁ-
cients of the vector PMþðLÞk in MþðLÞ:
Let now bAFþd ; jbj ¼ N and l* ¼ ðI 
Pd
j¼1 VjT
n
j Þh be ﬁxed. Since kAR; we have
½k; Vbl*  ¼ 0: According to our previous calculations, we have
0 ¼ ½h0; Vbl* K þ
X
jsjpN1
½Vala; Vbl* K
¼ Tnbh0; I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
* +
H
þ hb  Tnbh0; I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
* +
H
þ ½lb; l * K
¼ hb; I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
* +
H
þ½lb; l* K
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and hence
½lb; l* K ¼  hb; I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
* +
H
: ð6:15Þ
On the other hand, since L>H and lbAL; we have
½lb; l* K ¼ lb; I 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 !
h
" #
K
¼  lb;
Xd
j¼1
ðVjTnj  TjTnj Þh
" #
K
¼  lb;
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞTnj h
" #
K
:
Hence, and using (6.15), we deduce that
hb; I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
h
* +
H
¼ lb;
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞTnj h
" #
K
: ð6:16Þ
Deﬁne QABðHd ;LÞ by
Q "
d
j¼1
hj
 
:¼
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞhj; hjAH:
It is easy to see that (6.16) implies
I 
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j
 !
hb ¼ ½T1 yTd Qxlb: ð6:17Þ
For each j ¼ 1;y; d; deﬁne
hbgj ¼ Tnj hb þ PjQxlb; ð6:18Þ
where Pj denotes the orthogonal projection of H
d onto its j-th coordinate. Using
(6.17) and (6.18), we get
Xd
j¼1
Tjhbgj ¼
Xd
j¼1
TjT
n
j hb þ ½T1 yTd Qxlb ¼ hb: ð6:19Þ
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Thus, condition ðiiÞ0 is satisﬁed for all jsjpN: According to (6.18), we have
lb;
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞhj
" #
K
¼ lb; Q "
d
j¼1
hj
 & '
K
¼ Qxlb;"
d
j¼1
hj
( )
H
¼
Xd
j¼1
/PjQxlb; hjSH
¼
Xd
j¼1
/hbgj  Tnj hb; hjSH: ð6:20Þ
On the other hand, making use of (6.19) and that V xj jH ¼ Txj ; we get
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞhbgj ;
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞhj
" #
K
¼
Xd
i;j¼1
½Vihbgi ; VjhjK 
Xd
j¼1
Tjhbgj ;
Xd
j¼1
Tjhj
* +
H
¼
Xd
j¼1
/hbgj ; hjSH  hb;
Xd
j¼1
Tjhj
* +
H
¼
Xd
j¼1
/hbgj  Tnj hb; hjSH:
Comparing this with (6.20), we get
lb ¼
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞhbgj ; ð6:21Þ
which shows that condition (iii) holds for any bAFþd ; jbj ¼ N: This completes the
induction argument.
We now prove that k and fhsgsAFþ
d
uniquely determine each other, under
conditions (i)–(iii). To this end, let us ﬁrst remark that this correspondence is linear.
Then, if hs ¼ 0 for all sAFþd ; it follows that h0 ¼ 0 and kAMþðLÞ: Since flsgsAFþ
d
are the Fourier coefﬁcients of k in MþðLÞ; relation (iii) implies that ls ¼ 0 for all
sAFþd : Since MþðLÞ is regular, hence nondegenerate, Proposition 3.1 shows that
k ¼ 0: Thus, fhsgsAFþ
d
uniquely determines k:
To prove the converse statement, let us ﬁrst recall that flsgsAFþ
d
is uniquely
determined by k: From (6.21) we get
lb ¼
Xd
j¼1
Vjhbgj 
Xd
j¼1
Tjhbgj :
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On the other hand, using property (i), we obtain
Xd
j¼1
Vjhbgj ¼ lbhb:
Taking into account that Vxi Vj ¼ 0 whenever iaj; we get
hbhj ¼ V xj ðlb þ hbÞ; j ¼ 1; 2;y; d; ð6:22Þ
which shows that flsgsAFþ
d
is uniquely determined by k: &
We now consider some important consequences of this theorem.
Corollary 6.3. The residual space R is nonnegative, that is, ½k; kKX0 for all kAR:
Proof. Let kAR and let fhsgsAFþ
d
CH be the family of vectors associated with k; as
in Theorem 6.2. According to Lemma 6.1, MþðLÞ is regular and the Fourier
representation associated with the d-orthogonal shift VjMþðLÞ is bounded. Let
flagaAFþ
d
be the sequence of Fourier coefﬁcients of PMþðLÞk: Using Proposition 3.6,
we infer that
½k; kK ¼ jjh0jj2 þ
XN
n¼0
X
jaj¼n
½la; laK
¼ jjh0jj2 þ
XN
n¼0
X
jsj¼n
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞhsgj ;
Xd
j¼1
ðVj  TjÞhsgj
" #
K
¼ jjh0jj2 þ lim
N-N
X
jsjpN1
Xd
j¼1
jjhsgj jj2 
Xd
i;j¼1
/Tnj Tihsgi ; hsgjSH
( )
¼ jjh0jj2 þ lim
N-N
X
jsjpN1
Xd
j¼1
jjhsgj jj2 
Xd
j¼1
/Tnj hs; hsgjSH
( )
¼ jjh0jj2 þ lim
N-N
X
jsjpN1
Xd
j¼1
jjhsgj jj2  jjhsjj2
( )
¼ jjh0jj2 þ lim
N-N
X
jsjpN1
Xd
j¼1
jjhsgj jj2 
X
jsjpN1
jjhsjj2
8<
:
9=
;
¼ lim
N-N
X
jbj¼N
jjhbjj2:
This proves that ½k; kX0: &
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We say that a d-tuple T :¼ ðT1;y; TdÞ of operators is power bounded if there
exists C40 such that
X
jaj¼n
TaT
n
a



pC; for any n ¼ 0; 1; 2;y : ð6:23Þ
Corollary 6.4. If T :¼ ðT1;y; TdÞ is power bounded, then the residual space R is
positive, that is, ½k; kK40 for all kAR\f0g; and MþðL* Þ is nondegenerate.
Proof. Since R is nonnegative, according to the Schwarz inequality, in order to
prove that R is positive, it is enough to prove that the only neutral element in R is
the zero vector. Let kAR be such that ½k; kK ¼ 0: With the notation from the proof
of Corollary 6.3, we have
lim
N-N
X
jbj¼N
jjhbjj2 ¼ 0:
On the other hand, since for all sAFþd we have
Pd
j¼1 Tjhsgj ¼ hs; it follows thatX
jmj¼n
Tmhsm ¼ hs; sAFþd ; n ¼ 0; 1; 2;y : ð6:24Þ
Fix sAFþd with jsjpN: Using (6.24) and (6.23), we get
jjhsjj2 ¼
X
jmj¼Njsj
Tmhsm




2
pC
X
jmj¼Njsj
jjhsmjj2
pC
X
jaj¼N
jjhajj2:
Taking the limit as N-N; we obtain jjhsjj ¼ 0: Since s was arbitrary in Fþd ;
Theorem 6.2 shows that k ¼ 0: Therefore, the subspace R is positive. Note that
MþðL* Þ ¼ R> is nondegenerate since R has the same property. The proof is
complete. &
Corollary 6.5. If
lim
n-N
X
jaj¼n
jjTna hjj2 ¼ 0; hAH; ð6:25Þ
then MþðL* Þ ¼K:
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Proof. Let kAR and fhsgsAFþ
d
CH be as in Theorem 6.2. For arbitrary hAH and
sAFþd with jsjpN; we have
j/hs; hSHj ¼
X
jmj¼Njsj
Tmhsm; h
* +
H

 ¼
X
jmj¼Njsj
hsm; T
n
mh
* +
H


p
X
jmj¼Njsj
jjhsmjj  jjTnmhjjp
X
jmj¼Njsj
jjhsmjj2
0
@
1
A1=2

X
jmj¼Njsj
jjTnmhjj2
0
@
1
A1=2
p
X
jbj¼N
jjhbjj2
0
@
1
A1=2 X
jmj¼Njsj
jjTnmhjj2
0
@
1
A1=2:
Since limN-N
P
jbj¼N jjhbjj2 exists and limN-N
P
jmj¼Njsj jjTnmhjj2 ¼ 0; we have
/hs; hS ¼ 0: Thus, hs ¼ 0 for all sAFþd and, by Theorem 6.2, we conclude that
k ¼ 0: This shows that R ¼ f0g and hence MþðL* Þ ¼K: &
Remark 6.6. The converse of Corollary 6.5 is not true, in general. However, as will
be shown in the next section, this becomes true if we impose a boundedness
condition on the ‘‘characteristic function’’ of T; cf. Corollary 7.6
Corollary 6.7. If hAH satisfies lim
n-N
P
jaj¼n jjTna hjj2 ¼ 0; then hAMþðL* Þ:
Proof. Let kAK: As in Corollary 6.5, one can show that ½k; h ¼ /h0; hS ¼ 0; where
h0 ¼ PMþðL
*
Þk: Therefore, h>R and hence hAMþðL* Þ: &
7. The characteristic function
We need to recall from [19–21] a few facts concerning multianalytic operators on
Fock spaces.
The noncommutative analytic Toeplitz algebra FNd was introduced in [19] as the
algebra of left multipliers of the full Fock space F2d : This algebra can be identiﬁed
with the weakly closed algebra generated by the left creation operators S1;y; Sn on
the full Fock space F2d ; and the identity.
Let K;K0 be Hilbert spaces. As in [18], we say that a bounded linear operator
MABðF2d#K;F2d#K0Þ is multianalytic if MðSi#IKÞ ¼ ðSi#IK0 ÞM for any i ¼
1;y; d: Note that M is uniquely determined by the operator y :K-F2d#K
0;
yk :¼ Mðe0#kÞ; kAK; which is called the symbol of M; and we denote M ¼ My:
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Moreover, My is uniquely determined by the ‘‘coefﬁcients’’ of y; i.e., the operators
yaABðK;K0Þ given by
/yak; k0S :¼ /yk; ea#k0S ¼/Myðe0#kÞ; ea#k0S;
kAK; k0AK0; aAFþd : ð7:1Þ
Note that
P
aAFþ
d
ynayapjjMyjjIK: We can associate with My a unique formal Fourier
expansion
MyB
X
aAFþ
d
UnSaU#ya; ð7:2Þ
where U is the (ﬂipping) unitary operator on F2d mapping ei1#ei2#?#eik into
eik#?#ei2#ei1 : Since My acts like its Fourier representation on ‘‘polynomials’’,
we will identify them for simplicity. As in [20], using the noncommutative von
Neumann inequality [19], one can show that if 0oro1; then
My ¼ SOT lim
rs1
X
aAFþ
d
rjajUnSaU#ya;
where the series converges in the uniform norm and the limit is taken in the strong-
operator topology (SOT). According to Popescu [21], whenK ¼K0; the algebra of
all multianalytic operators acting onF2d#K can be identiﬁed with F
N
d
%#BðKÞ; the
weakly closed algebra generated by the spatial tensor product of the two algebras. A
similar result holds in our more general setting. The set of multianalytic operators in
BðF2d#K;F2d#K0Þ can be identiﬁed with FNd %#BðK;K0Þ; which is equal to the
weakly closed operator space generated by Sa#Z; aAFþd ; ZABðK;K0Þ:
A strong connection between the algebra FNd and the function theory on the open
unit ball Bd of C
d was established through the noncommutative von Neumann
inequality [19] (see also [20]). Consequently, if My is a multianalytic operator with
Fourier expansion given by (7.2), then
f ðl1;y; ldÞ :¼
X
aAFþ
d
laya
is a BðK;K0Þ-valued bounded analytic function in the unit ball Bd :
Throughout this section we assume thatH is a Hilbert space and that the sequence
T :¼ ðT1;y; TdÞ consists of operators in BðHÞ: When d ¼N; we assume that the
series
Pd
i¼1 TiT
n
i is strongly convergent. We keep the notation of the previous
section. For each aAFþd ; let yaABðDT ;DTnÞ be given by
ya :¼ 
Pd
i¼1 TiPiJT if a ¼ g0
JTnDTnT
n
sPiDT JT if a ¼ gis;
(
ð7:3Þ
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where Pi stands for the orthogonal projection of H
d ¼"dn¼1H onto its j-
component, and S :¼ ðS1;y; SdÞ is the canonical d-orthogonal shift. We introduce
the characteristic function ofT to be the family of multi-analytic operators ðMyTÞr :
F2d#DT-F
2
d#DTn deﬁned by
ðMyTÞr :¼
XN
n¼0
X
jaj¼n
rjajUnSaU#ya ð7:4Þ
for those rAð0; 1Þ for which the series is uniform convergent (e.g., if
rojjPdi¼1 TiTni jj1=2). We say that T has bounded characteristic function if
sup
0oro1
jjðMyTÞrjjoN: ð7:5Þ
In this case, the bounded characteristic function associated with T is the
multianalytic operator MyT :F
2
d#DT-F
2
d#DTn deﬁned by
MyT :¼ SOT lim
rs1
ðMyTÞr:
The existence of this limit can be proved as in [20]. Moreover, the characteristic
function has the Fourier expansion
MyTB IF2d#
Xd
i¼1
TiPiJT
 !
þ
XN
n¼1
Xd
i¼1
X
jaj¼n
Sgis#JTnDTnT
n
sPiDT JT :
In what follows, to simplify our notation, we set YT :¼ MyT : We recall from [16]
the deﬁnition of the spectral radius of a sequence of operators, i.e.,
rðTÞ :¼ lim
m-N
jj
X
jaj¼m
TaT
n
a jj1=2m:
Note that, if sT :¼ ðsT1;y; sTdÞ; ðs40Þ; then rðsTÞ ¼ srðTÞ: The following result
shows that the class of d-tuples of operators with bounded characteristic function is
pretty large.
Proposition 7.1. Let T :¼ fT1;y; Tdg be a d-tuple of operators on a Hilbert space. If
rðTÞo1; then T has bounded characteristic function.
Proof. Let s41 such that rðsTÞo1 and denote A :¼ fA1;y; Adg; where Ai ¼
sTi; i ¼ 1;y; d: According to Popescu [16], rðAÞo1 if and only if
PN
n¼1
P
jaj¼n AaA
n
a
is strongly convergent. Now, we prove that if 0oro1; then the series
XN
n¼1
Xd
i¼1
X
jaj¼n
rnþ1Sgia#A
n
aPi ð7:6Þ
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is convergent in the uniform norm. Indeed, we have
XN
n¼1
rnþ1
Xd
i¼1
X
jaj¼n
Sgia#A
n
aPi



p
XN
n¼1
rnþ1
Xd
i¼1
X
jaj¼n
PiAaA
n
aPi




1=2
¼
XN
n¼1
rnþ1
X
jaj¼n
Xd
i¼1
PiAaA
n
aPi




1=2
p
XN
n¼1
rnþ1
X
jaj¼n
AaA
n
a




1=2
p
XN
n¼1
rnþ1
 ! X
aAFþ
d
AaA
n
a




1=2
:
In particular, (7.6) converges in the uniform norm if r ¼ 1
s
: Therefore, the series
XN
n¼1
Xd
i¼1
X
jaj¼n
Sgia#T
n
aPi and
XN
n¼1
Xd
i¼1
X
jaj¼n
Sgia#JTnDTnT
n
aPiDT JT
are also convergent in the uniform norm. This shows that the characteristic function
YT is a bounded multianalytic operator. &
Let ðV;KÞ be the canonical minimal isometric dilation of T as deﬁned in (5.4)
and (5.6), and letL andL
*
be the wandering subspaces deﬁned by (6.5). Deﬁne the
operator M :MþðLÞ-F2d#DT by
M :¼ ðIF2d#fÞ3FL; ð7:7Þ
where f :L-DT is the unitary operator deﬁned by (6.7) and
FL :MþðLÞ-F2d#L is the Fourier representation associated with V and the
wandering space L: Recall that, by Lemma 6.1, the Fourier representation FL is a
bounded unitary operator. Therefore, M has the same property. Note that the
operator M can be described explicitly by
MðValaÞ :¼ ea#fla; laAL; aAFþd ð7:8Þ
and can be extended by linearity and continuity to the whole space.
Les us recall from the proof of Lemma 6.1 that the linear operator f
*
(see (6.9)) is
isometric, densely deﬁned in the regular subspace L
*
; and has dense range in the
Kreı˘n space DTn : Now, consider the operator M* deﬁned in MþðL* Þ and valued
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in F2d#DTn by
M
*
X
jajpN
Va I 
Xd
j¼1
VjTj
 !
ha
0
@
1
A :¼ X
jajpN
ea#f
*
I 
Xd
j¼1
VjTj
 !
ha
 !
; ð7:9Þ
where NAN; haAH: Taking into account the properties of f
*
; we note that M
*
is
densely deﬁned, isometric, and has dense range. In particular, it is injective and its
inverse M1
*
is also densely deﬁned, isometric, and has dense range.
Theorem 7.2. If T :¼ ðT1;y; TdÞ has bounded characteristic function, then MþðL* Þ
is a regular subspace of K; the operator defined by (7.9) extends uniquely to a bounded
operator M
*
:MþðL* Þ-F2d#DTn ; and
YT ¼ M* ðPMþðL * ÞjMþðLÞÞM
1; ð7:10Þ
where PMþðL
*
Þ denotes the selfadjoint projection of the Kreı˘n space K onto the regular
subspace MþðL* Þ:
Proof. We will ﬁrst prove that, for all vectors
u :¼
X
jbjpN
Vb I 
Xd
j¼1
VjTj
 !
hb; v :¼
X
jajpN
Vala; ð7:11Þ
where NX0; ðlaÞjajpNCL and ðhbÞjbjpNCH; we have
½YTMv; M* uF2d#DTn ¼ ½v; uK: ð7:12Þ
Since YT is a multianalytic operator, we have
YTðSj#IDT Þ ¼ ðSj#IDTn ÞYT; j ¼ 1;y; d:
From the deﬁnition of the operator M; we also have
MVjjMþðLÞ ¼ ðSj#IDT ÞM; j ¼ 1;y; d:
On the other hand, using the same reasoning as in Lemma 4.1, we infer that
M
*
VjjDomðM* Þ ¼ ðSj#IDTn ÞM* ; j ¼ 1;y; d:
Now, one can easily see that
½YTMVal; M*Vbl * F2d#DTn
¼ ½ðSa#IDTn ÞyTfl; ðSb#IDTn Þðe0#f* l* ÞF2d#DTn ;
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where l
*
:¼ ðI Pdj¼1 VjTjÞh and hAH: This shows that, if a4/ b; then
½YTMVal; M*Vbl* F2d#DTn ¼ 0 ¼ ½Val; Vbl* K:
Thus, in order to prove (7.12), it is sufﬁcient to show that
½ðSng#IDTn ÞyTfl; e0#f* l * F2d#DTn ¼ ½V
x
g l; l* K ð7:13Þ
for all gAFþd ; lAL; and l* :¼ ðI 
Pd
j¼1 VjTjÞh; hAH: Furthermore, (7.13) is
equivalent to
½PDTn ðSng#IDTn ÞyTfl;f* l* DTn ¼ ½PL * V
x
g l; l* K: ð7:14Þ
Performing essentially the same calculation as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 from
[18], one can obtain
PL
*
V xaV
x
i l ¼ IK 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 !
TnaPiJT D
2
T "
d
j¼1
hj
 
; ð7:15Þ
and
PL
*
l ¼  IK 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 ! Xd
j¼1
Tjhj
 !
: ð7:16Þ
On the other hand, using the deﬁnition of the characteristic function, we have
PDTnyTfl ¼ 
Xd
j¼1
TjPjJTfl ð7:17Þ
and
PDTn ðSnaSni#IDTn ÞyTfl ¼ JTnDTnTnaPiDT JTfl: ð7:18Þ
Now, from (7.16), (7.17), and (6.4), we obtain relation (7.14) when g ¼ g0: Then,
using (7.15) and (7.18), we obtain (7.14) for all gAFþd ; jgjX1: Thus, (7.12) is proved.
Since M and YT are bounded, it follows that (7.12) holds for all vAMþðLÞ and u
as in (7.11), that is,
½YTMv; zF2d#DTn ¼ ½v; M
1
*
zK; vAMþðLÞ; zARanðM* Þ; ð7:19Þ
that is, the densely deﬁned operator M1
*
has a bounded adjoint. Therefore, M1
*
has
a bounded extension and hence, it extends uniquely to a bounded operator
X :F2d#DTn-K: The operator X is isometric and it necessarily has the range
MþðL* Þ: Hence, MþðL* Þ is a regular subspace of K: In addition,
X xjMþðL* Þ*M* and hence M* has a unique extension to a bounded operator
M
*
:MþðL* Þ-F2d#DTn : Now, relation (7.19) shows that (7.10) holds true. The
proof is complete. &
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Corollary 7.3. If T has bounded characteristic function, then the Fourier representa-
tion FL
*
of V; with respect to the wandering space L
*
; is a bounded unitary operator
from MþðL* Þ to F2d#L* ; and the operator f* ; defined by (6.9), is continuous and
extends uniquely to a unitary operator of Kreı˘n spaces from L
*
to DTn :
Proof. Indeed, relation (7.9) implies
M
*
I 
Xd
j¼1
VjTj
 !
h ¼ e0#f
*
I 
Xd
j¼1
VjTj
 !
h; hAH:
By Theorem 7.2, M
*
is continuous, hence f
*
has the same property. Since f
*
is
isometric, densely deﬁned in the regular spaceL
*
and with values in the Kreı˘n space
DTn ; it extends uniquely to a unitary operator f
*
ABðL
*
;DTnÞ: Therefore, relation
(7.9) implies
M
*
X
jajpN
Vala
0
@
1
A ¼ X
jajpN
ðea#f
*
laÞ; NAN; laAL* : ð7:20Þ
Hence, we obtain M
*
¼ FL
*
3ðIF2d#f* Þ and therefore, FL * ¼ M* 3ðIF2d#f
1
*
Þ is a
bounded operator. &
We can now prove one of the main results of this paper.
Theorem 7.4. Let H be a Hilbert space and let T :¼ ðT1;y; TdÞ be a d-tuple of
bounded operators on H: If T has bounded characteristic function, then it is jointly
similar to a row contraction, that is, there exists a boundedly invertible operator
SABðHÞ such that the operator defined by the row matrix ½ST1S1 y STdS1 is a
contraction.
We have two proofs for this theorem.
First proof. We actually prove that there exists a unitary norm onK with respect to
which T ¼ ½T1 y Td  is a contraction.
By Theorem 7.2, the subspace MþðL* Þ is regular, therefore R ¼ MþðL* Þ
> has
the same property. In particular, the Wold–von Neumann decomposition holds (see
Theorem 3.5). Since R is a nonnegative subspace (see Corollary 6.3), we infer that it
is uniformly positive, that is, ½r; rKXCjjrjj2 for some C40 and all rAR: In addition,
by Corollary 7.3, the Fourier representation FL
*
: MþðL* Þ-F2d#L* is a
bounded unitary operator of Kreı˘n spaces. Therefore, the norm deﬁned by
jju þ rjj :¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jjFL
*
ujj2F2d#L * þ ½r; rK
r
; uAMþðL* Þ; rAR; ð7:21Þ
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is a unitary norm on K: Note that, with respect to this new norm, FL
*
becomes
unitary also with respect to the Hilbert space underlying the scalar products of
MþðL* Þ and F2d#L* ; respectively.
We claim that, with respect to the unitary norm jj  jj deﬁned by (7.21), we have
Xd
j¼1
jjVxj kjj2pjjkjj2; kAK: ð7:22Þ
Indeed, any kAK has a decomposition k ¼ u þ r with uAMþðL* Þ and rAR: Then,
taking into account that I Pdj¼1 VjV xj is the selfadjoint projection onto L* and
that R>L
*
; we have
Xd
j¼1
jjVxj rjj2 ¼
Xd
j¼1
½Vxj r; Vxj rK ¼
Xd
j¼1
VjV
x
j r; r
" #
K
¼ ½r; rK ¼ jjrjj2: ð7:23Þ
On the other hand, since FL
*
is bounded, relation (4.11) becomes
FL
*
3V xj ¼ ðSnj#IL * Þ3FL * ; j ¼ 1;y; d: ð7:24Þ
In addition, for any xAF2d#L* ; we haveXd
j¼1
jjðSnj#IL * Þxjj ¼ jjðI  P
F2d#L *
Ce0
#IL
*
Þxjj2pjjxjj2:
Hence, taking into account (7.24), we have
Xd
j¼1
jjVxj ujj2 ¼
Xd
j¼1
jjFL
*
V xj ujj2
¼
Xd
j¼1
jjðSnj#IL * ÞFL * ujj
2
p jjFLnujj2 ¼ jjujj2:
Now, using the deﬁnition of the unitary norm in (7.21), and that V xj leaves invariant
both R and MþðL* Þ; we obtainXd
j¼1
jjVxj kjj2 ¼
Xd
j¼1
jjV xj u þ V xj rjj2 ¼
Xd
j¼1
jjV xj ujj2 þ
Xd
j¼1
jjV xj rjj2:
Hence, using (7.23), we get (7.22). Since V is an isometric dilation of T; this yields
Xd
j¼1
jjTnj hjj2pjjhjj2; hAH; ð7:25Þ
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that is, the operator ½T1yTd  is a contraction with respect to the unitary norm jj  jj
restricted to H:
Second proof. By Theorem 7.2, the operator M
*
is bounded and the subspace
MþðL* Þ is regular in K: Therefore, we can deﬁne the bounded operator
F :¼ M
*
PMþðL
*
Þ :K-F2d#DTn ; ð7:26Þ
where PMþðL
*
Þ is the selfadjoint projection of the Kreı˘n space K onto its regular
subspace MþðL* Þ: Then
Fk ¼
X
aAFþ
d
ea#f
*
PL
*
Vxak; kAK: ð7:27Þ
Indeed, if kAMþðL* Þ; then relation (7.27) coincides with (7.20). For arbitrary
kAK; we decompose k ¼ r þ PMþðL
*
Þk; rAR; and take into account that the
residual space R is invariant under V xj ; j ¼ 1;y; d: Since V xa rAR for all aAFþd ; and
R>MþðL* Þ; we have R>L* and PL * V
x
a r ¼ 0 for all aAFþd : Thus (7.27) is
proved.
We claim now that
Fh ¼
X
aAFþ
d
ea#DTnT
n
a h; hAH: ð7:28Þ
To see this, recall that PL
*
¼ I Pdj¼1 VjVxj and hence, for any aAFþd and hAH;
we have
PL
*
Vxa h ¼ I 
Xd
j¼1
VjV
x
j
 !
V xa h ¼ I 
Xd
j¼1
VjT
n
j
 !
Tna h:
Thus, by (6.9) we have
f
*
PL
*
V xa h ¼ DTnTna h
and (7.28) follows.
Now, using (7.27) and (7.28), and taking into account that the operator F is
bounded, we deduce that there exists C40 such thatX
aAFþ
d
jjDTnTna jj2pCjjhjj2; hAH: ð7:29Þ
Using Corollary 2.8 and Proposition 2.6 from [16], we conclude that T is jointly
similar to a row contraction. &
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Let us recall, from [22], that if T is jointly similar to a row contraction then
rðTÞp1: On the other hand, Proposition 7.1 and Theorem 7.4 imply the following
Rota type similarity result obtained in [16]: if rðTÞo1; thenT is jointly similar to a
row contraction. We also remark that if limn-N
P
jaj¼n TaT
n
a ¼ 0; then, using [20],
we can extend the completely bounded representation pT (see the introduction) from
Ad to the noncommutative analytic Toeplitz algebra F
N
d :
In case the characteristic function ofT is bounded, more results on the geometry
of the canonical minimal isometric dilation can be obtained.
Theorem 7.5. If T has bounded characteristic function, then, for any hAH; we have
PRh ¼ lim
n-N
X
jaj¼n
VaT
n
a h ð7:30Þ
and
½PRh; hK ¼ limn-N
X
jaj¼n
jjTna hjj2; PHPRh ¼ limn-N
X
jaj¼n
TaT
n
a h: ð7:31Þ
Proof. Indeed,
P
jaj¼n VaV
x
a is the self-adjoint projection onto the subspace
"jaj¼n VaMþðL* Þ and hence,
0 ¼ PR h 
X
jaj¼n
VaV
x
a h
0
@
1
A ¼ PR h X
jaj¼n
VaT
n
a h
0
@
1
A; hAH:
Since the sequence ðPjaj¼n VaVxa ÞnX0 converges strongly, we obtain (7.30) by passing
to the limit as n-N: The relations from (7.31) follow from here. &
Corollary 7.6. If the characteristic function of T is bounded, then
(a) A vector hAH is in MþðL* Þ if and only if limn-N
P
jaj¼n TaT
n
a h ¼ 0;
(b) MþðL* Þ ¼K if and only if limn-N
P
jaj¼n TaT
n
a ¼ 0:
Proof. (a) This is a direct consequence of the second relation in (7.31).
(b) If MþðL* Þ ¼K; then PR ¼ 0: Again by (7.31), we get 0 ¼ PHPRh ¼
limn-N
P
jaj¼n TaT
n
a h for all hAH: The converse was proved in Corollary 6.5. &
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